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.

Johann-Mattis List (University of Passau)

1 Background
There are many myths regarding the Chinese language or the Chinese languages, and without having
had proper insights into both the language structure and the writing system that is used to write the
language, it may be difficult to assert whether something belongs to the realm of myths or the realm of
known facts. There is not enough time to discuss all myths and facts in one session, but we will try to
quickly look at the grammatical structure of Chinese and at the role that dialectal variation play in the
context of the language.

What myths about Chinese do you know?

Grammatical Structure of Chinese
As a language, the major characteristics of Chinese are its isolating structure, reflected in the quote
below by the Sergey Yakhontov:

In Chinese, grammatical relations among words in a sentence are expressed by word order or by
the use of specific function words, for example, prepositions, but not by modifying the word forms
themselves. (Jachontov 1965: 12 1)

What is meant by this structure can be easily seen when inspecting examples in interlinear-glossed
text.

(1) 我
wǒ
I

爸爸
bàba
father

不
bú
not

在
zài
be present

„My father is not here.”

(2) 我
wǒ
I

会
hùi
function verb

告诉
gàosu
tell

他
tā
he

的
de
particle

„I shall tell him.”

(3) 我
wǒ
I

以前
yǐqián
earlier times

在
zài
be present

柏林
Bólín
Berlin

学习
xuéxí
study

„I used to study in Berlin.”

What is remarkable with respect to parts of speech in the second example sentence above?

1My translation, original text: «В китайском языке грамматические отношения между словами в предложении
выражаются порядком их расположения, а также специальными служебными словами, например предлогами,
но не изменением формы слов.»
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Linguistic Variation
According to the official definition of pǔtōnghuà 普通话, the variety often called Mandarin Chinese
takes the variety of Běijīng as its phonetic basis (yǐ Běijīng yǔyīn wéi biāozhǔn 以北京语音为标准),
while following the classical texts composed in Báihuà 白话 (yǐ diǎnfàn de báihuàwén zhùzuò wéi
yǔfǎ guīfàn 以典范的白话文著作为语法规范 ) grammatically (Huáng and Liào 2002: 4). In practice,
however, the Standard Chinese is spoken with many flavors by the multitude of people who speak
different dialects of Chinese as their first language. In the last decades, we can see a rise of proficiency
in Standard Chinese among younger people, accompanied by a drastic loss of dialectal variation.
Nevertheless, it is problematic to speak of Chinese as one single language without knowing about the
specific sociolinguistic situation in which this “language” is realized. In practice, however, linguists still
tend to talk about the Chinese language as a certain kind of unity. The reason that justify to treat
Chinese with all its Sinitic varieties as one unit is the sociolinguistic situation in which many distinct
varieties share a common history, a common writing system, and a common “roof language” that is
used to communicate across the individual dialectal varieties.

What differences and similarities can we find in the sociolinguistic context of language in China with
the sociolinguistic context of language in Europe?

2 Rhyme Analysis
The analysis of rhyme patterns is one of the core methods for the reconstruction of Old Chinese phonol-
ogy. It emerged when scholars of the Suí隋 (581–618) and Táng唐 (618–907) dynasties realized that
old poems, especially those in the Book of Odes (Shījīng 詩經 ca. 1050–600 BCE), were full of incon-
sistencies regarding the rhyming of words. While the first reaction was to attribute inconsistencies to a
different, less strict attitude towards rhyming practiced by the ancestors (as advocated by Lù Démíng
陸德明, 550–630), or to a habit of the elders to switch the pronunciation in certain words in order
to make them rhyme (a practice called xiéyīn 諧音 ‘sound harmonization’, Baxter 1992: 153). Later
scholars from the Míng明 (1368–1644) and Qīng清 dynasties (1644–1911) realized that the inconsis-
tencies in the rhyme patterns reflect the effects of language change (ibid.: 153-157). This is illustrated
in Table 1.

Assuming that rhyming was originally rather consistent, with rhyme words being mostly identical
in the pronunciation of nucleus and coda, the analysis of rhyme words makes it not only possible
to estab- lish rhyme categories but also to interpret them further phonetically or phonologically. The
classical approach for rhyme analysis, which is called sīguàn shéngqiān fǎ 絲貫繩牽法 ‘link-and-bind
method’ (Gēng 2004), or yùnjiǎo xìlián fǎ 韻腳系聯法 ‘rhyme linking method’ (Lǚ 2009), consists of
roughly two steps: In a first step, groups of Old Chinese words, mostly represented by one Chinese
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character and identified to rhyme with each other in a given text are collected. In a further step, these
groups are com- pared with each other. If identical words are found in different groups, those groups
can be combined to form larger groups. This procedure is then repeated until categories of rhymes
can be identified that ide- ally do not show any more transitions among each other. This approach is
essentially similar to the ‘linking method’ xìlián fǎ 系聯法 see Liú 2006: 56-67), first proposed in Chén
Lǐ’s 陳禮 (1818–1882) Qièyùnkǎo 切韻考 (1848), by which characters used in fǎnqiè 反切 readings in
rhyme books are clustered into groups of supposedly common pronunciations for initials and rhymes.
In both approaches, similarities in pronunciation are indirectly inferred by spinning a web of direct links
between characters.

The figure above illustrates the linking method for the zhī之 group in the Book of Odes. What is the
obvious drawback of this method?

Network Approach to Rhyme Analysis
The crucial idea of our computer-assisted approach to rhyme analysis is to construct a network of
rhyme patterns in which nodes represent rhyme words and connections between nodes represent how
often those rhymes co-occur in the Book of Odes. The following graphic illustrates this procedure for
two stanzas of the Shījīng:
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The major advantage of this representation is that we can apply various methods for network analysis
to data which was assembled in this form. As a result, we can investigate the rhyme network and test
to which degree different reconstruction systems offer a consistent view on Old Chinese rhyming. As
a very simple test, we can check whether a given reconstruction system conforms to the principle of
vowel purity (Ho 2016) which expects words with similar vowels to rhyme more often than words with
different vowels. Our test, which is reported in List et al. (2017) could show that most of the Old Chinese
reconstruction systems which postulate 6 vowels correspond more closely to vowel purity than other
reconstruction systems with more or less vowels. Even by eyeballing the figure above, in which vowel
quality is reflected with help of colors following the OC reconstruction system by Baxter and Sagart
(2014), one can see that words rhyming with each other tend to have the same vowel.

If six-vowel reconstruction systems perform better on vowel purity, does this automatically mean that
they are better in general?

The Shījīng Rhyme Browser
In order to make it more convenient for the readers to investigate the data underlying this paper in
full detail, an interactive web-based application was created. This freely available Shījīng Browser
(http://digling.org/shijing/) lists all potential rhyme words in tabular form along with addi-
tional information including the pīnyīn transliteration, the Middle Chinese reading, the reconstruction by
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Baxter and Sagart (ibid.), the reading by Pān (2000), the GSR index (Karlgren 1957), and the number
of poem, stanza, and section. With help of interactive search fields, the data can quickly be filtered,
enabling the users to search for specific poems, for specific characters, or for specific readings. When
clicking on the “Poem” field in the application, a window pops up and shows the whole poem, in which
all rhyme words are highlighted. In certain cases, where potential alternative rhymes were identified,
this is marked in an additional column. In a recently modified version, we contrast rhyme annotations by
Wáng (1980 [2006]) with those given in Baxter (1992) (http://digling.org/shijing/wangli/,
List 2017). The table below gives an example on the organization of the interface.

What could be the problem of comparing rhymes in books other than the Book of Odes?

3 Character Analysis
The Chinese writing system, as we know it today, is famous for its structural properties reflected by a
complicated interaction of phonetic and semantic elements.
Chinese characters can be divided into elements carrying phonetic function and in elements carrying

semantic functions. As a result, scholars tend to call it a “semanto-phonetic writing system” (yìyī wénzì
意音文字, cf. Zhōu 1998: 60. But this characterization exaggerates the potential of character elements
to predict a certain pronunciation or meaning.

Most of the “phonetic” characteristics of the [Chinese writing system] are relics of the processes
of character formation which, as they took place asynchronously, were always characterized by a
complex interaction between the Chinese language spoken at different times of its history, the socio-
cultural background of those people who created the characters, and general patterns of reasoning
and conceptualization. (List et al. 2016: 49)

Thus, although people often say that the Chinese characters have phonetic and semantic character-
istics, from the perspective of their potential, these aspects are very limited, since the predictive force
is extremely limited. The reason lies in the fact that the Chinese writing system has been derived at
different stages, similar to the way in which the lexicon of human languages shows different layers of
transparency and opacity with respect to the motivation of individual lexemes. What can be said for
sure is that – in the majority of all cases – one Chinese character expresses one morpheme of the
Chinese language and that the morpheme is usually one syllable in length.
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Below is a quote that defines motivation in linguistics. What are the reasons that motivation is lost
in the lexicon of human languages, and what consequences would this have for the Chinese writing
system?

Motivation: Extent, to which the [complex word] can be understood as the result of its parts
and their composition. (Glück 2000: s.v. ”Motivation”)2

Phonetic Elements in Chinese Writing
Chinese characters were developed over millennia and their formation (zàozìfǎ 造字法, Qiú 1988
[2007]) is best seen as a derivational process with striking similarities to word formation processes
(Kunze 1937, List 2008).

This derivational process applies specifically to the phonetic characteristics of the writing system, as
reflected in the category of xiéshēng 諧聲 characters, which consist of one element that hints at the
pronunciation of the word encoded by the character (the phonophoric determinative), and one ele-
ment that hints at the word’s meaning (the semantic determinative) [...]. For example, the character
被, which writes the word bjeX ‘cover oneself with’ is composed of the phonophoric determinative
皮 , which as a character itself represents the word bje ‘skin’, and the semantic determinative 衤, a
contracted version of 衣 ’jɨj ‘clothes’. (Hill and List 2019: 186)

Chinese characters thus show some degree of recursion: phonetic elements can themselves consist
of complex characters and contain formerly transparent semantic and phonetic elements.

Is recursion the correct term to describe the derived character of phonetic elements in the Chinese
writing system?

Network Analysis of Phonetic Elements
The parallel between word formation and Chinese writing can be used as a source of inspiration for
the modeling of Chinese character formation processes.

A crucial aspect of word formation (and also of character formation) is the hierarchical
process by which words are derived from each other at different times. If we have a com-
pound word, like German Krankheitsverlauf ‘disease progression’, we can recursively split
the word into its respective components which usually were coined at different moments in
history. (ibid.: 190)

These components can be modeled with the help of directed networks. The benefits of this approach
is that the organization of phonetic elements in the Chinese writing system can be made much more
transparent than it has been done in previous work, where scholars would assign individual characters
to monolithic clusters (Karlgren 1957). In our pilot study (Hill and List 2019), we show the benefits of this
approach by testing concrete hypotheses on the pronunciation of specific characters in Old Chinese.

How can the different phonetic realizations of the yellow characters in the table (B) be explained
linguistically?

2My translation, original text: “Motivation: Ausmaß, in dem [das komplexe Wort] sich als Summe seiner Teile und der
Weise ihrer Zusammenfügung verstehen lässt”.
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倚 'jeX

攲 khje, kje

觭 khje

奇 'kje, gje

踦 khje, kjeX, ngjeX

錡 gje, gjeX, ngjeX

寄 kjeH

綺 khjeX

畸 kje

騎 gje

猗 'aX, 'je, 'jeX

輢 'jeX

椅 'je

陭 'je

掎 kjeX

荷 ha

可 khaX

訶 xa

苛 ha

河 ha

呵 xa

哥 ka

歌 ka

何 ha

阿 'a

柯 ka

(A) (B)

4 Further Topics
The field of Chinese Historical Phonology is full of interesting topics that have not yet been sufficiently
analyzed with the help of computational methods. While scholars have always applied some quan-
titative approaches, counting occurrences of examples in texts, or making quantitative analyses on
sheets of paper, discussing them in prose, a rigorously formal treatment of many topics is still miss-
ing. In a forthcoming study (List forthcoming), I discuss three topics that could further advance the
field of Computational Chinese Historical Phonology in the future, namely corpus studies, specifically
studies that inspect the description of character pronunciations in Chinese texts, additional network
approaches, specifically those that target the description of meanings in tags, as it can be frequently
found in Chinese literature, and finally alignment analyses that could help to make the transcription of
foreign names with the help of Chinese characters more transparent.

The figure below shows an example for the alignment of transcriptions of Buddhist terms in Chinese.
So far, these transcriptions have only been analyzed in a manual fashion. Which chances and which
challenges do alignment analyses bear for the investigation of transcriptions and transliterations and
what alternative methods could be used?
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